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Classification and Developmental Biology of Congenital Anomalies of the Hand and Upper Extremity

By Paul R. Manske, MD, and Kerby C. Oberg, MD, PhD

Congenital anomalies of the hand and upper extremity are classified according to appearance; thus, the myriad of disparate presentations are organized into groups that share common morphologic features. The primary purpose of a classification is to enhance communication about the specific features of a condition by providing a descriptive framework for clinicians. Therefore, classification schemes should reflect the full spectrum of morphologic abnormalities within a given condition, and should be uncomplicated and easy for clinicians to remember and use. While an ideal classification would also guide treatment, provide insight into prognosis, and incorporate the etiologic mechanism of the condition, congenital classification systems often fall short of these goals.

The embryological development of the upper limb proceeds along three axes: proximal-distal, anterior-posterior (referred to postnatally as radial-ulnar by clinicians, because the fetal upper limb rotates during development), and dorsal-ventral. The apical ectodermal ridge and the underlying mesoderm control proximal-distal development through a reciprocal loop of fibroblast growth factors and Wnt proteins. The zone of polarizing activity located in the posterior (ulnar) limb mesoderm expands and posteriorizes the limb along the anterior-posterior (radial-ulnar) axis through a secreted morphogen, sonic hedgehog (SHH). The apical ectodermal ridge and the zone of polarizing activity are closely linked by a reciprocal feedback loop that maintains SHH expression at the posterior (ulnar)-distal border of the apical ectodermal ridge during progressive outgrowth. Dorsal ectoderm controls limb dorsализation through the secretion of Wnt7a and the induction of Lmx1b in the underlying dorsal mesoderm. A reciprocal feedback loop between Wnt7a and SHH has also been demonstrated. Thus, the integration of SHH into the pathways that control proximal-distal, anterior-posterior, and dorsal-ventral axes ensures coordinated patterning during each phase of limb outgrowth and development (i.e., humerus, forearm, and hand).

Targeted disruption of these organizing tissues (apical ectodermal ridge, zone of polarizing activity, and dorsal ectoderm) or their associated molecular pathways has given us insight into the etiologies of congenital limb malformations. For example, transverse deficiencies can be created in animal models by removal of the apical ectodermal ridge or disruption of fibroblast growth-factor signaling; ulnar longitudinal deficiency can be produced by eliminating production of SHH from the zone of polarizing activity; and double palms occur in the absence of Wnt7a or Lmx1b.

Although current classification schemes attempt to consider the morphologic features of the developing limb bud, they do not convey the molecular mechanisms disrupted in the production of these deformities. Consequently, current classification schemes have been criticized as being too simplistic. While it is possible that a more sophisticated molecular or genetic classification system could be devised, the complexities of nature’s genetic “toolbox” that influence the development of multiple tissue and organ systems might result in a scheme too complex to be useful for practicing hand surgeons. Nevertheless, insights from developmental biology may help refine the morphologic classification scheme to more precisely represent underlying mechanisms and related developmental pathways.

History

The history of the classification of congenital anomalies is rich, dating back to the mid-nineteenth century. Saint-Hilaire initially classified these “vices of conformation” as slight or severe in 1829. In 1831, Otto grouped these “vices of organization” according to ten variations (number, size, form, position, connection, color, consistency, continuity, texture, and content). In 1832, Saint-Hilaire applied the adjectives axial deviation and adhesion (i.e., syndactyly) in 1869. Leboucq added the categories of axial deviation and adhesion (i.e., syndactyly) in 1869. Leboucq noted the longitudinal arrangement of defects, and Polaillon applied the adjectives radial, central, and ulnar in 1884. Petel distinguished between longitudinal and transverse anomalies in 1914. O’Rahilly expanded on these classifications with the introduction of new terms and the development of a system that included three categories: (1) axial anomalies, (2) longitudinal anomalies, and (3) transverse anomalies. This system was further refined by the addition of new terms and the development of a hierarchical classification scheme that included subcategories for each category. In 2009, Manske and Oberg updated this classification scheme to include new terms and subcategories, resulting in a more comprehensive and user-friendly classification system for congenital anomalies of the hand and upper extremity.
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panded the concept of intercalary deficiencies (i.e., phocomelia) in 1951.

Two important contributions from the German literature were made in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Kümmel in 1895 (subsequently modified by Nigst in 1927) divided congenital anomalies into three categories: (1) defect malformation (i.e., deficiencies), (2) syndactyly (i.e., fusion of parts), and (3) polydactyly (i.e., excessive number of parts). Müller in 1937 noted that malformations could present as a continuum in varying degrees or in different stages of development. This concept of “teratological progression” allowed anomalies to be graded according to morphologic severity; it also allowed grouping of anomalies that might have different morphologic appearances, thus simplifying classification schemes.

Several classification schemes evolved from these concepts, but none were universally adopted. They were not sufficiently inclusive of all congenital anomalies, and there were substantial terminologic differences, particularly between hand surgeons from the United States and Germany. The current classification scheme accepted by most hand surgeons was first proposed by Swanson in 1964 and was based on the premise that anomalies should be grouped according to parts of the limb that have been primarily affected during development. There were six basic categories in the initial proposal: failure of differentiation of parts, arrest of development, duplications, overgrowth, congenital circular constriction band syndrome, and generalized skeletal defects.

Following extensive deliberation by representatives of the American Society for Surgery of the Hand (ASSH), the International Federation of Societies for Surgery of the Hand (IFSSH), and the International Society for Prosthetics and Orthotics (ISPO), the classification groupings were reordered and expanded to include a seventh basic category (undergrowth). This classification was published in the orthotics and prosthetics literature in 1974, and as the first scientific article in the inaugural issue of the American volume of the Journal of Hand Surgery in 1976. Termed the IFSSH classification, this includes the seven major categories as well as subcategories, subclassifications, and anatomic levels of anomalies and diagnoses (Table I).

Although this classification is comprehensive, it has been criticized by authors who have found it difficult to classify complex cases, particularly the complex spectrum of cleft hand and symbrachydactyly. Knight and Kay presented a more detailed version in 2000, attempting to include all congenital anomalies while still maintaining the seven basic categories.

Recently, the Japanese Society for Surgery of the Hand suggested a modification, adding two additional groups: abnormal induction of rays as group IV (thereby renumbering categories V through VIII), and unclassifiable cases as group IX. The proposed category of abnormal induction of rays attempts to incorporate the concept of causation as suggested by experimental studies; the proposed category includes syndactyly (both simple and complex), the central polydactyly-cleft hand-osseous syndactyly complex, and triphalangeal thumb. These conditions would move from their current categories of failure of formation (transverse), failure of differentiation, and duplication on the premise that they represent induction abnormalities rather than formation abnormalities. This proposal has not been universally accepted; critics argue that the differences between abnormal induction and abnormal formation are primarily semantic rather than actual.

Tonkin recognized that problems arise when attempting to incorporate our current understanding of causation into a morphology-based classification, and further contended that grouping according to such categories as failed formation, failed differentiation, or duplication may be inappropriate.

He proposed focusing the classification purely on descriptive features, with the primary classification noting the location (i.e., arm, forearm, wrist, or hand) and subcategories listing the tissue involved (bone or soft tissue) as well as the specific morphologic features of the anomalies.

Nevertheless, the IFSSH classification, which has served as the basis for scientific discussion and communication for more than forty years, continues to be accepted by most hand surgeons. There are specific classifications for twenty diagnostic conditions within these seven categories, with eighteen of the twenty conditions included in the first three categories (seven conditions with regard to failure of formation; eight conditions with regard to failure of differentiation; and three conditions with regard to duplication). We will review each classification scheme within the IFSSH classification, integrating modifications made subsequent to the original descriptions and assessing the value of the schemes to clinicians. Finally, we will present new information regarding the underlying etiology of the various conditions and propose a modification to the IFSSH classification that is based on current concepts of developmental biology.

**Group I: Failure of Formation**

Abnormalities regarding failure of formation have been subdivided into longitudinal and transverse deficiencies. The longitudinal deficiencies are grouped according to radial, central, and ulnar deficiencies, reflecting the location of the cellular abnormalities on the developing limb bud. Transverse deficiencies are grouped as terminal or intercalary (i.e., pho-
comelia) deficiencies. Recent studies have suggested that intercalary deficiencies are difficult to explain according to developmental biology concepts and may represent severe forms of longitudinal deficiency.

Radial Longitudinal Deficiency

Radial longitudinal deficiency represents defects occurring at the preaxial (radial) border of the limb bud. Although skeletal and soft-tissue structures of the entire radial aspect of the upper extremity are progressively affected, the classification systems are based on (1) thumb hypoplasia, and (2) deficiencies of the radius (Fig. 1).

The underlying etiology of radial longitudinal deficiency is linked to decreased limb volume with intact SHH expression; thus, despite a reduction in tissue and frequently a reduction in overall limb length, posterior or ulnar elements are somewhat preserved. In animal models, progressive reductions in apical ectodermal ridge-associated fibroblast growth factors cause progressive reductions in the size of the developing limb bud and generate radial longitudinal deficiencies that closely correlate with what is seen clinically. A number of molecular pathways impact cell growth or apoptosis, altering limb volume during the development of the forelimb or hand. This susceptibility is reflected in the association of radial longitudinal deficiencies with a wide variety of syndromes and conditions.

Thumb Hypoplasia

Müller initially introduced four categories, expanded to five by Blauth in 1967. Type I was subsequently defined more specifically by James et al. in 1996, and type III was expanded by Manske et al. in 1995.

Type I. Blauth described this form of hypoplastic thumb as “minimal shortening and narrowing.” James et al. more clearly limited the deficiencies to aplasia or hypoplasia of the intrinsic muscles of opposition, that is, the abductor pollicis brevis and the opponens pollicis.

Type II. There are three specific features of type-II hypoplastic thumbs: (1) aplasia or hypoplasia of the intrinsic muscles innervated by the median nerve, sparing the ulnar-innervated intrinsic muscles; (2) narrowing of the thumb-index web space; and (3) instability of the metacarpophalangeal joint due to ulnar collateral ligament insufficiency.

Type III. The three manifestations of type-II hypoplasia are also present in type-III hypoplasia, frequently in more severe form. The narrowed thumb-index web space may present as a more distal takeoff of the thumb, and metacarpophalangeal joint instability may be global, also involving the radial collateral ligament.

There are two additional deficiencies in type-III hypoplasia:

- Extrinsic muscle-tendon abnormalities, including absent extensor pollicis longus, absent or aberrant flexor pollicis longus, tendon interconnections between the extensor pollicis longus and flexor pollicis longus, and a variety of muscle-tendon interconnections at the volar aspect of the wrist and distal part of the forearm as described by Graham and Louis.
- Deficiencies at the base of the first metacarpal. In type III-A, the metacarpal base is hypoplastic but present and stable; in type III-B, the metacarpal base is absent and unstable.

Type IV. This form of hypoplasia is the classic pouce flottant. The thumb is attached to the hand by a skin bridge and neurovascular elements with no musculotendinous units or osseous structures stabilizing it to the hand.

Type V. The thumb is completely absent, although there may be rudimentary thenar muscles, tendons, or neurovascular structures along the radial border of the index metacarpal.

This classification system enhances communication, provides some prognostic information, and guides surgical decisions. Types I, II, and III-A deformities are treated with thumb reconstruction, while types III-B, IV, and V deformities are treated with thumb ablation and index-finger pollicization.

Deficiencies of the Radius

The predominant features of this classification include progressive skeletal deficiency of the radius along with radial angulation of the hand at the level of the wrist. Frequently referred to as “radial club hand,” the condition is now more acceptably referred to as radial deficiency (or dysplasia).

The abnormal features can include general hypoplasia of the upper extremity, absent active elbow flexion or elbow flexion contracture, shortening and/or bowing of the ulna, and aplasia or hypoplasia of the scaphoid and other carpal bones. The thumb is always affected, and the fingers frequently have limited motion and function, progressing in severity from the...
radial to the ulnar side of the hand. Radial neurovascular structures may be abnormal, and the radial musculotendinous structures may be absent or abnormal, often forming a firm fibrous band that tethers the wrist and hand, thus contributing to the radial angled position. The severity of these additional abnormal features parallels the severity of the radial deficiency.

Classification of the condition was initially presented by Bayne and Klug as types I through IV in 1987, based on the radiographic appearance of the radius. The classification was expanded by James et al. in 1999 to recognize radial-sided deficiencies limited to the carpus (type 0) and thumb (type N). More recently, the classification was extended by Goldfarb et al. to include type V.

Type N. The radius and carpus are normal, with deficiencies limited to the thumb (see hypoplastic-thumb classification above).

Type 0. The radius is normal in length. The scaphoid and other radial carpal bones are hypoplastic or absent, thus potentiating radial angulation of the hand and carpus. Not all type-0 wrists demonstrate radial angulation; soft-tissue contraction of the radial joint capsule and musculotendinous structures are also necessary to produce the angulation. The thumb is hypoplastic.

Type I. Initially described by Bayne and Klug as a “short distal radius,” the description was more specifically defined by James et al. as a distal portion of the radius that is >2 mm shorter than the distal portion of the ulna. The proximal portion of the radius is usually normal, but may be characterized by radioulnar synostosis or congenital dislocation of the radial head.

Type II. The radius is hypoplastic in its entirety, referred to by Bayne and Klug as “radius in miniature” with proximal and distal physis. This hypoplastic radius is often associated with severe bowing of the ulna.

Type III. The distal part of the radius (including physis) is absent.

Type IV. The radius is completely absent.

Type V. Proximal radial longitudinal deficiency was formerly considered a form of phocomelia. Frantz and O’Rahilly initially proposed it as a severe intercalary segmental defect of the osseous structures of the arm and forearm. Recent authors have challenged the concept of intercalary defects in that such defects are difficult to explain according to developmental biology concepts; rather, phocomelic upper limbs represent forms of longitudinal deficiency (radial, ulnar, or a combination of both). Extremities with type V radial longitudinal deficiency have the following characteristics:

- abnormal glenoid
- absent proximal portion of the humerus
- distal portion of the humerus articulates with ulna
- radial-sided hand abnormalities

This classification enhances communication but does not guide treatment decisions or provide prognostic information. It does attempt to incorporate concepts of abnormal developmental mechanisms.

Central Deficiency

Central deficiency, also descriptively referred to as “cleft hand,” represents suppressed development of bone and associated soft-tissue structures of the central part of the hand (or foot) (Fig. 2). The presentation can vary from a simple soft-tissue cleft between the long and ring fingers without loss of digits to suppression of all osseous elements of the hand except for the little finger ray. The defect does not include deficiencies of the wrist, but associated carpal coalition and proximal radioulnar synostosis have been reported. Defects of the central or medial apical ectodermal ridge are responsible for central clefting. Syndromic forms of this disorder exhibit mutations in genes that participate in apical ectodermal ridge function.

Central deficiency occurs in association with central polydactyly and syndactyly (soft-tissue and osseous). Ogino produced this spectrum of defects in littermates of pregnant rats, thus suggesting an etiologic relationship between these conditions. In this animal model, there is diffuse cell death of the limb-bud ectoderm and mesoderm with reduced expression of multiple limb organizing factors, along with apoptotic factors and focal interruption of the apical ectodermal ridge. These experimental observations are the basis for the proposed abnormal induction category noted previously.

Various classification systems have been proposed that are based primarily on the characteristics of the central defect. Barsky distinguished between typical cleft hand (deficiencies of the central rays with preservation of the marginal digits) and atypical cleft hand (central rays progressively reduced in size...
with shortened marginal rays). However, current opinion is that the latter represents a form of transverse deficiency (symbrachydactyly)\(^{57,61,62}\) and therefore is not appropriately included in the central deficiency classification. Several authors have classified the associated presence of central polydactyly and osseous syndactyly\(^{53,63}\) as “atypical.” Finally, several authors have classified the hand according to the number of deficient central osseous elements\(^{51-54}\).

In hands with a central deficiency, the cleft is not functionally limiting but is aesthetically unsightly. Flatt\(^{64}\) described the cleft as “a functional triumph and a social disaster.” In addition to the central cleft, there is an associated narrowing of the thumb web space, which is a notable functional deficiency\(^{65}\). Consequently, surgical treatment of the cleft is primarily for aesthetic reasons, while surgical treatment of the narrowed thumb web is functionally important. The progressive narrowing of the thumb web space parallels the progressive deficiencies of the central cleft. Consequently, Manske and Halikis proposed a classification of the central deficiency that is based on the progressive narrowing of the thumb web space\(^{65}\).

- **Type I.** Normal web. The thumb web space shows no narrowing.
- **Type II.** Narrowed web. The web space is narrowed, either mildly (type II-A) or severely (type II-B).
- **Type III.** Syndactylized web. The thumb and index rays are syndactylized, with complete obliteration of the web space.
- **Type IV.** Merged web. The osseous elements of the index ray are suppressed and the web space of the thumb is merged with the cleft, frequently in association with ulnar collateral ligament instability of the thumb metacarpophalangeal joint.
- **Type V.** Absent web. The thumb and radial digital elements are completely suppressed; only the ulnar ray(s) remain.

This classification system enhances communication and guides surgical reconstruction. In type I, the web space is normal and does not need reconstruction; therefore, cleft closure is the surgical focus. In types II-A, II-B, and III, the narrowed thumb web is Surgically widened with use of local flaps or dorsal and/or volar transposition flaps from the cleft. In type IV, no reconstruction of the web space is necessary; reduction of an excessively wide web space and/or stabilization of the metacarpophalangeal joint may be necessary. In type V, first metacarpal lengthening or toe-to-hand transfer may be considered.

**Ulnar Longitudinal Deficiency**

Ulnar longitudinal deficiency represents a spectrum of abnormalities that affect the ulnar border of the upper limb. Although the deficiencies follow the ulnar longitudinal axis in the forearm and upper arm, both the ulnar and radial sides of the hand can be affected (Fig. 3). Despite this apparent paradox, the abnormalities seen in ulnar longitudinal deficiency are best explained by disruption of the zone of polarizing activity that is present in the posterior (postaxial) region of the limb bud.

The zone of polarizing activity, via the secreted morphogen SHH, posteriorizes (ulnarizes) the developing limb. The spectrum of ulnar longitudinal deficiencies reflects variation in the timing, degree, and duration of SHH disruption. Furthermore, loss of SHH function also accounts for the radial involvement seen in ulnar longitudinal deficiency. Recent experiments in animal models demonstrate that, in addition to posteriorizing the developing limb, SHH also plays a role in limb proliferation, expanding the distal portion of the limb during development\(^{9,10}\). Thus, loss of SHH also reduces limb volume. Depending on the timing and extent of SHH disruption, the hand may also be involved. In mice, progressive digit loss with declining SHH function follows an unexpected pattern, with digit 3 being lost first, followed by digit 5, then digit 2, and finally digit 4\(^{10}\). This sequence of digit loss may help clarify carpal morphology and tendon attachments in the remaining digits in limbs with ulnar longitudinal deficiency.

Classification schemes for ulnar longitudinal deficiency are based on (1) forearm and elbow and (2) hand abnormalities.
Forearm and Elbow
Recent clinical reviews have reported only 222 cases of ulnar longitudinal deficiency\(^s\); nonetheless, six different classifications based on the deformities of the forearm and elbow have been presented\(^{23,67-71}\). While all of the categories are similar, the four-category classification of Bayne\(^7\) is generally preferred. Of interest, none of the forearm-and-elbow classifications consider hand abnormalities; to address this limitation, Bayne’s forearm and elbow classification has recently been modified\(^7\) to include Type 0. Additionally, as noted in the presentation of radial deficiencies, Goldfarb et al.\(^6\) have added Type V to include those phocomelic extremities with characteristics suggestive of ulnar longitudinal deficiency.

- Type 0. Normal-length ulna (i.e., distal aspect of the ulna at the level of the distal aspect of the radius) with ulnar-sided hand deficiencies
- Type I. Hypoplastic ulna with distal and proximal epiphyses present
- Type II. Distal ulnar aplasia
- Type III. Complete ulnar aplasia
- Type IV. Radial-humeral synostosis
- Type V. Proximal ulnar longitudinal deficiency\(^6\); hypoplastic glenoid; single arm and forearm bone that is usually bifurcated distally, with proximal features resembling a humerus and distal features characteristic of a radius; absent elbow joint; and hand abnormalities typical of ulnar longitudinal deficiency

While useful for facilitating communication, this classification does not guide treatment or provide prognostic information.

Hand
Several authors have noted the high prevalence (68% to 100%) of hand abnormalities (particularly abnormalities of the thumb) in ulnar longitudinal deficiency\(^{58,73-77}\) as well as the fact that the majority of surgical procedures (55% to 75%) are performed for hand and thumb abnormalities\(^9\) as compared with forearm abnormalities. Thus, the need for additional classification of hand abnormalities seems apparent. Ogino and Kato\(^9\) classified hand abnormalities according to the number of missing rays, proceeding sequentially from the ulnar to the radial side of the hand, but did not include absence or abnormalities of the thumb.

In view of the high prevalence of thumb abnormalities and the importance of the thumb to the function of the hand, Cole and Manske proposed a system of classification based on features of the thumb\(^b\), adding alphabetic letters to the roman numerals of the forearm and elbow classifications.

- Type A. Normal first web and thumb
- Type B. Mild first web and thumb deficiency
- Type C. Moderate to severe first web deficiencies: loss of opposition; malrotation of thumb into the plane of the fingers; thumb and index syndactyly; absent extrinsic tendon function
- Type D. Absent thumb

This classification enhances communication and provides information about the likelihood of surgical intervention, as surgical reconstruction is more commonly recommended for types C and D hands compared with types A and B hands.

Transverse Deficiency
Transverse deficiency includes both terminal and intercalary (phocomelic) deficiencies. There are two forms of terminal failure of formation: symbrachydactyly and transverse arrest (also known as congenital amputation). Although standard textbooks\(^{78-85}\) have separate chapters for each form and the IFSSH classification places the two in separate categories (transverse arrest in failure of formation; symbrachydactyly in undergrowth), symbrachydactyly is probably a more distal manifestation of transverse deficiency, and transverse arrest (congenital amputation) is a more proximal manifestation\(^{62,86-90}\). This concept has received scientific support from Kallemeier et al.\(^9\), who noted that 93% of extremities with transverse arrest at the level of the forearm had rudimentary manifestations of digits (finger nubbins, nail remnants, or skin invagination) which are seen in symbrachydactyly.

Summerbell\(^*\) demonstrated a mechanism for transverse arrest by removing the apical ectodermal ridge from developing wing buds, correlating the timing of apical ectodermal ridge removal to level of truncation\(^9\). Fibroblast growth factors emanating from the apical ectodermal ridge promote mesodermal proliferation and impede apoptosis. Consequently, abating apical ectodermal ridge-associated fibroblast growth-factor signaling can also yield terminal truncations\(^9\). Recently, Winkel et al. demonstrated a link between Wnt signaling and ROR2, the receptor tyrosine kinase frequently mutated in brachydactyly type B (another name for symbrachydactyly)\(^9\).

Wnt signaling is critical for apical ectodermal ridge-related fibroblast growth-factor expression and function; thus, this finding links abnormal apical ectodermal ridge function to symbrachydactyly and provides further evidence for inclusion as a transverse deficiency.

Symbrachydactyly
The four-category classification of symbrachydactyly (Fig. 4) was initially proposed by Pol\(^9\) and subsequently adopted by Blauth and Gekeler\(^9\) and others\(^9\).

- Short finger type. This includes hands with short, underdeveloped, or absent middle phalanges.
- Oligodactylic type. Partial or complete absence of the central three fingers relative to the border (thumb and little finger) digits. This type was previously called “atypical” cleft hand (see above); it has also been referred to as the “cleft-hand type” of symbrachydactyly.
- Monodactylous type. Absence of all fingers, including parts of the metacarpals. The thumb is present but is of varying size and stature.
- Peromelic type. Absence of all digital rays with only digital nubbins and nail remnants.
Transverse Arrest
More proximal manifestations of transverse arrest (Fig. 5) are referred to as:

- Acarpi.a Congenital absence at the level of the carpal bones.
- Congenital forearm amputation. Congenital absence at the forearm, also called congenital below-the-elbow deficiency.

These descriptive classifications enhance communication, but do not help with prognosis or treatment or incorporate concepts of underlying etiology.

Intercalary Deficiency (Phocomelia)
Intercalary deficiency has been considered a segmental transverse deficiency. It came into common usage in the early 1960s following the report by Frantz and O’Rahilly, who classified it according to three types:

- Type I. Complete phocomelia. Complete segmental deficiency of the arm and forearm, with the hand attached to the trunk.
- Type II. Proximal phocomelia. The humerus is absent, and the forearm and hand are attached directly to the trunk.
- Type III. Distal phocomelia. The forearm is absent; the hand is attached to the humerus.

On close inspection, these extremities usually do not demonstrate true segmental deficits; rather, the limb is abnormal proximal and distal to the segmental defect, challenging the existence of true intercalary deformities.

Furthermore, it is difficult to classify as much as 75% of extremities diagnosed as phocomelic with use of the features of the above classification. Instead, phocomelia most likely represents the most severe form of longitudinal deficiencies:

- Proximal radial longitudinal deficiency. Characteristics as noted above (type V radial longitudinal deficiency).
- Proximal ulnar longitudinal deficiency. Characteristics as noted above (type V ulnar longitudinal deficiency).
- Severe combined dysplasia, type A. A normal or hypoplastic shoulder with an underdeveloped glenoid; a normal or short humerus with normal distal flare; absence of both radius and ulna; abnormal hand with features that do not correspond to either radial or ulnar deficiency.
- Severe combined dysplasia, type B. Complete absence of both the humerus and forearm segments; abnormal hand elements (unclassifiable according to radial or ulnar dysplasia deficiency) attached to an abnormal shoulder.

While the reclassification of phocomelia does not assist with determination of treatment or prognosis, it advances understanding of these conditions by incorporating current concepts of underlying etiology.

Group II: Failure of Differentiation
Conditions categorized under failure of differentiation more aptly represent abnormalities of development rather than differentiation; yet, for the most part, they share a common theme in the disruption of hand plate (or foot plate) development and involve carpals, metacarpals, digits, or interdigital spaces. Several of these conditions have been classified.

Syndactyly
Syndactyly can be seen as an isolated condition or as a component of other conditions in the failure of formation and duplication categories. Programmed cell death or apoptosis between digits creates the interdigital space. This interdigital apoptosis is under the control of bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) and the associated regression of fibroblast growth-factor signaling in the overlying apical ectodermal ridge. In ducks and bats, where webbing is prominent between digits, there is inhibition of interdigital BMP signaling and persistent fibroblast growth factor signaling in the overlying apical ectodermal ridge. Furthermore, targeted disruption in interdigital BMP signaling or abnormal fibroblast growth factor signaling leads to interdigital webbing or syndactyly.

Syndactyly is descriptively grouped according to the degree and complexity of the webbing, facilitating communication but with limited usefulness for determining treatment and prognosis (Fig. 6).

- Simple. Web contains only skin and soft tissues; the web extends either to the fingertip (complete) or to a point between the base and tip (incomplete).
- Complex. Web includes osseous interconnections between adjacent digits.
Complicated. Web includes osseous interconnections of more than two digits as well as neurovascular and musculotendinous interconnections.

**Apert Syndrome**

The acrosyndactyly seen in Apert syndrome is a severe deformity involving all five digits. There are two classification schemes. Upton’s scheme considers the shape of the hand, specifically the involvement of the first web space and the configuration of the digital (finger) “mass.”

**Type I. Spade Hand**
- Incomplete syndactyly of first web
- Digital mass flat in palmar plane
- Good digital metacarpophalangeal joints
- Varying degrees of symphalangism

**Type II. Mitten (Spoon) Hand**
- Complete simple syndactyly of first web
- Digital mass forms palmar concavity
- Proximal metacarpals splayed
- Tight fusion of fingertips
- Synonychia of central nails

**Type III. Hoof (Rosebud) Hand**
- Complete complex syndactyly of first web
- Thumb incorporated into mass
- Hand tightly cupped
- Skeletal abnormalities of index ray
- Synonychia of central nails

While Upton’s classification is purely descriptive, Van Heest et al. guides surgical planning in the staged reconstruction of the hand.

**Type I**
- No metacarpophalangeal angular deformity
- Parallel alignment of metacarpals and phalanges
- Surgical goal: four-fingered hand

**Type II-A**
- Mild angular joint deformity at metacarpophalangeal joints
- Extensive complex distal osseous syndactyly
- Surgical goal: three-fingered hand with third-ray resection

**Type II-B**
- Marked angular deformity at metacarpophalangeal joints (apex radial of second ray, apex ulnar of fourth and fifth rays)
- Extensive complex distal osseous syndactyly
- Second ray pronated, lies in plane of thumb
- Surgical goal: three-fingered hand with second-ray resection

**Type II-C**
- Marked angular deformity at metacarpophalangeal joints (apex radial of second and third rays, apex ulnar of fourth and fifth rays)
- Extensive complex distal osseous syndactyly
- Fourth ray supinated, lies in plane of digit 5
- Surgical goal: three-fingered hand with fourth-ray resection

**Camptodactyly**

Camptodactyly is a flexion contracture of the proximal interphalangeal joint, which can occur at birth or can present later.
in childhood or adolescence (Fig. 7). The classification system of Benson et al. is based on the time of presentation and the associated conditions, providing useful descriptive and prognostic information.

- **Type I.** Occurs in infancy; usually an isolated finding limited to little finger; affects boys and girls equally.
- **Type II.** “Acquired,” occurring at seven to eleven years of age; affects girls more than boys.
- **Type III.** Associated with a variety of syndromes; more severe, involving multiple digits; occurs bilaterally but asymmetrically.

**Clinodactyly**
Clinodactyly presents as radial angulation of the little finger due to triangular or trapezoidal shape of the middle phalanx. It usually occurs as an isolated condition, but on occasion can occur in association with syndactyly, polydactyly, or macrodactyly. Cooney's classification is purely descriptive.

- **Simple.** Osseous deformity, middle phalanx <45°
- **Simple complicated.** Osseous deformity, middle phalanx >45°
- **Complex osseous deformity.** Middle phalanx <45°; soft-tissue deformity (syndactyly)

**Clasped Thumb**
The clasped thumb represents a spectrum of thumb abnormalities, including (1) tightly adducted web at the first web space and deficiency of web-space skin, (2) severe flexion contracture of the metacarpophalangeal joint, often including volar subluxation, and (3) absent intrinsic muscles of opposition. The clasped thumb may be associated with ulnar-deviated fingers (i.e., windblown hand) and is often seen in conjunction with arthrogryposis, Freeman-Sheldon syndrome, or other syndromic conditions. This congenital flexion-adduction deformity was first classified by Weckesser et al. in 1968 into four groups:

- **Group I.** Absent or weak function of the thumb extensor
- **Group II.** Absent or weak extension of the thumb and flexion contracture of fingers
- **Group III.** More complex thumb abnormalities, including thenar muscle hypoplasia and joint laxity or contracture
- **Group IV.** The above thumb abnormalities in addition to thumb duplication

Although this classification emphasized the spectrum of abnormalities, it did not prove clinically useful. McCarroll presented a more practical two group classification in 1985, which was later extended by Mih in 1998 to specifically identify its occurrence in conjunction with other conditions (Type III). This descriptive scheme facilitates communication about this condition but provides limited information about treatment and prognosis.

- **Type I. Supple.** Absent or weak extension of the thumb.
- **Type II. Complex.** Hypoplastic or aplastic extensor tendons, fixed metacarpophalangeal joint flexion contracture, ulnar collateral ligament laxity, adduction-extension contractures of the carpometacarpal joint, absent or hypoplastic thenar muscles of opposition, or insufficient skin in the thumb-index web.
- **Type III.** Other conditions. The above-noted clasped-thumb abnormalities are associated with arthrogryposis, Freeman-Sheldon syndrome, or other syndromic conditions.

**Synostoses**
Three osseous synostoses have been classified on the basis of radiologic appearance; they have limited implications for surgery or prognosis.

**Proximal Radioulnar Synostoses**
Mital presented a two-group classification system, which was later expanded by Cleary and Omer to a four-group classification system.
Fourth and Fifth Metacarpal Synostosis

Wood’s classification of the synostosis of the fourth and fifth metacarpals notes the skeletal abnormalities and the function of the little finger.¹⁰

- Type I. Synostosis limited to the base of the fourth and fifth metacarpals; minimal functional limitations and deformity
- Type II. Synostosis of the proximal one-half of the fourth and fifth metacarpals; little finger hypoplastic, ulnar deviated
- Type III. Synostosis affecting more than half of the fourth and fifth metacarpals; metacarpal heads are separate, but fifth metacarpal is shortened and angled radially; little finger hypoplastic and abducted

Group III: Duplication

This category includes classifications for radial polydactyly (including triphalangeal thumb), ulnar polydactyly, and ulnar dimelia (mirror hand). Central polydactyly has no detailed classifications; as noted above, its features are considered in conjunction with the central deficiency classification. Triphalangeal thumb is now included in radial polydactyly; interestingly, it was omitted from the original IFSSH classification scheme.

The developmental etiology of duplications is fairly well understood. In mice and chickens, ectopic anterior (radial) SHH increases limb volume and generates radial polydactyly, ranging from an extra digit to a complete mirror hand, and may further ulnarize the radius, yielding ulnar dimelia.¹¹,¹² Mutations in the limb-specific SHH regulatory region are responsible for preaxial polydactyly or triphalangeal thumb.¹³,¹⁴ Defects in Gli3, an antagonist of SHH, are linked to both radial and ulnar polydactyly, implicating overexpression of SHH in both forms of polydactyly.¹⁵ However, polydactyly is likely more complicated than simple overexpression of SHH since mutations in a variety of other genes that appear unrelated to the SHH pathway are also linked to polydactyly.

Radial Polydactyly

The long-standing classification of thumb polydactyly (Fig. 8) was initially described by Wassel in 1969, predating adoption of the current IFSSH classification system:

- Type I. Bifurcation at level of distal phalanx
- Type II. Bifurcation at level of interphalangeal joint
- Type III. Bifurcation at level of proximal phalanx
- Type IV. Bifurcation at level of metacarpophalangeal joint
- Type V. Bifurcation at level of metacarpal
- Type VI. Bifurcation at level of carpometacarpal joint
- Type VII. Triphalangeal thumb at level of metacarpophalangeal joint (variant of Type IV)

Wood modified this classification to extend the description of the duplicated triphalangeal thumb. In contrast to Wassel, he noted the triphalangeal thumb occurred not only at the metacarpophalangeal joint (type IV), but also at the carpometacarpal joint. He modified the Wassel type-IV classification.
cation to include the triphalangeal thumb as type IV-A and IV-B. Miura\textsuperscript{118} later added type IV-C.

- **Type IV-A.** Both thumb components are triphalangeal at the metacarpophalangeal joint.
- **Type IV-B.** Only the radial component is triphalangeal at the metacarpophalangeal joint.
- **Type IV-C.** Only the ulnar component is triphalangeal at the metacarpophalangeal joint.

Wood also limited Type VII to triphalangeal thumb duplication at the carpometacarpal joint, which he further subclassified.

- **Type VII-A.** Radial component triphalangeal, ulnar component biphalangeal at the carpometacarpal joint.
- **Type VII-B.** Both components triphalangeal at the carpometacarpal joint.
- **Type VII-C.** Ulnar component triphalangeal, radial component biphalangeal at the carpometacarpal joint.
- **Type VII-D.** Triple thumbs; central component triphalangeal, radial and ulnar components biphalangeal at the carpometacarpal joint.

The Wassel classification, including the modifications by Wood and Miura, facilitates communication but does not consider important features such as relative size of the component parts, angulation of the phalanges, and presence of separate or common nail plates, which affect function, aesthetic appearance, and surgical decision-making.

Zuidam et al.\textsuperscript{119} recently attempted to address some of these concerns with a more extended classification. This classification includes the carpal bones; type VII represents partial bifurcation at the level of the trapezium, and type VIII represents complete bifurcation at the scaphotrapezial joint. Additional features include specific notations for triphalangeal (Tph), triplication (T), symphalangism (S), deviation (D), and hypoplastic or floating (H); the directional positions of the deformities are assigned abbreviations: u (ulnar), m (middle), and r (radial). This classification may prove to be too complex to be useful, and does not provide information about treatment or prognosis.

**Ulnar Polydactyly**

Ulnar polydactyly is manifested as a supernumerary digit on the ulnar side of the hand. The anomaly is classified according to the development of the digits\textsuperscript{120}.

- **Type A.** The supernumerary digit has well-developed little-finger soft-tissue and osseous structures, which articulate with the fifth metacarpal.
- **Type B.** The supernumerary digit is a rudimentary and pedunculated appendage attached to the ulnar side of the little finger or hand by a narrow skin bridge.

The classification provides both treatment guidelines and prognostic information, as type A is associated with syndromes in Caucasian patients.

**Ulnar Dimelia (Mirror Hand)**

This condition represents a spectrum of presentations of duplication of the ulnar aspect of the embryonic limb bud.

- **Type 1.** Ulnar dimelia. Two ulnae with multiple fingers
  - **Type 1-A.** Each ulna well formed
  - **Type 1-B.** Preaxial ulna hypoplastic
- **Type 2.** Intermediate form. Two ulnae and a radius with multiple fingers
  - **Type 3.** Intermediate form. One ulna and a radius with multiple fingers
  - **Type 3-A.** Radius well formed
  - **Type 3-B.** Radius hypoplastic
- **Type 4.** Syndromic form. Bilateral occurrence
  - **Type 4-A.** Two ulnae
  - **Type 4-B.** Ulna and radius
- **Type 5.** Multiple hand. Complete duplication of the hand, including the thumb; forearm normal

**Group IV: Overgrowth (Gigantism)**

Macrodactyly is characterized by enlargement of osseous and various soft-tissue structures of one or more digits; extension of the enlargement into the wrist and entire
upper extremity may be noted (Fig. 9). The digits may be angled, with stiff joints. Macrodactyly may be associated with various syndromes, including Ollier disease, Maffucci syndrome, Klippel-Trénaunay-Weber syndrome, and Proteus syndrome.

The classification is based on the underlying pathologic processes and does not reflect differences in appearance or guide surgical reconstruction.

- Type 1. Gigantism and lipofibromatosis. Enlarged fatty infiltrated nerves within the digit, extending proximally through the carpal tunnel. This is the most common form.
- Type 2. Gigantism and neurofibromatosis. Occurs in conjunction with plexiform neurofibromatosis; often bilateral. Enlarged osseous skeleton may be associated with osteochondral masses.
- Type 3. Gigantism and digital hyperostosis. Osteochondral periarticular masses that develop in infancy; no significant nerve enlargement; digits nodular and stiff; rare.
- Type 4. Gigantism and hemihypertrophy. Macrodactyly is a component of hemihypertrophy of the entire upper extremity. Intrinsic muscles abnormal or hypertrophic; all digits may be involved, including the thumb.

Group V: Undergrowth (Hypoplasia)

See symbrachydactyly (central longitudinal deficiency-transverse) as noted above. There are no additional classifications in this category.

Group VI: Congenital Constriction Band Syndrome

Ring constriction syndrome is characterized by bands that encircle the limbs at various levels. The bands can cause permanent indentation of the skin, local swelling, distal edema, syndactyly of adjacent and nonadjoining digits (usually with a proximal sinus), and terminal amputation. The syndrome is classified according to the severity of the presentation.

- Type 1. Simple constriction rings
- Type 2. Rings accompanied by distal soft-tissue deformity, with or without lymphedema
- Type 3. Distal osseous syndactyly
- Type 4. Terminal amputation

This classification is purely descriptive, and does not guide treatment or provide prognosis.

Group VII: Generalized Skeletal Abnormalities

None of the congenital abnormalities in this category have been classified.

Proposed Classification Modification Based on Molecular Biology

Based on our current understanding of limb development, several modifications to the IFSSH classification could be considered. Since most of the conditions under failure of formation are deficiencies in axis formation or differentiation, it would be reasonable to group all of the following conditions involving axis disruption together in a Failure of Axis Formation and/or Differentiation category.
Failure of differentiation is a somewhat vague term that does not really reflect the conditions that have been grouped under this category. A term that may better represent most of these entities is failure of hand-plate development and/or differentiation. This category would include developmental malformations targeting the hand. Therefore, shifting central deficiency to this category would be appropriate. Furthermore, since recent work indicates that similar misregulation or ectopic expression of SHH induces both radial polydactyly and triphalangeal thumb, it would be reasonable to include triphalangeal thumb in the radial polydactyly subcategory of failure of hand-plate development and/or differentiation.

The proposed modification is shown in Table II. It reflects the basic concepts of the original IFSSH classification but includes the current understanding of limb development. We recommend it to congenital hand surgeons for their consideration.

### Conclusions

The IFSSH classification has provided a useful framework for congenital upper-extremity anomalies for over forty years, accommodating specific classifications for twenty different conditions within its seven categories. As detailed above, few of these classification schemes live up to the ideal, which is to guide treatment, provide insight into prognosis, or incorporate the etiologic mechanism of the condition. Recent developments in molecular biology allow us to propose a modification to the IFSSH classification to incorporate our enhanced understanding of the etiology of congenital malformations. The ideal classification scheme awaits further investigation.
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